The LX Collection lights were the first USCG approved LED Navigation Lights in the world, setting the standard for all others to follow. While we’ve upgraded key features over the last 14 years, there are many of the first generation OGM Series of LED Navigation Lights still in use by military, commercial and offshore boaters around the world today. LX Collection lights run on 9-30V DC.

The Q Collection is the next generation of LED Navigation lights. They incorporate the latest LED technology with a modern modular design to add style to it’s rugged aluminum construction. Since the lights are built to last for many years, offering a modular upgradeable design will ensure this light will handle all your standard USCG navigation light requirements today and still be ready for the technology advances of tomorrow, such as energy-harvesting and LiFi communications. Q Collection lights run on 4-48V DC.

A RUGGED TRADITION

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT ALL OUR OGM LIGHTS

LIFETIME Warranty on ALL OGM Lights!